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Continuing our previous works [1,2] the present study is a conformational analysis of 
the structure of the 3-(trimethoxysiyl propan)-1-amine, attached on the Fe3O4 
superparamagnetic microparticles. The reason of this conformational study it is due to the fact 
that some physico-chemical properties of any compound depend in a determinant manner of 
its conformers. For instance (and especially) the steric properties or the electronic ones can be 
of major importance in the elementary processes of chemical mechanisms and are crucial in 
the ligand-substrate interactions. The latter ones constitute the main reason of our concerning 
related to the superparamagnetic properties of the Fe3O4 microparticles.  
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 Fig.1 : SEM image of the MPTM’s           Fig.2 : Hysteresis loop of the sample                         
            functionalized microcristals                      
 
Fig 3 : One of the conformers and electronic distribution on the HOMO 
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